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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0078719A1] 1. Self-blast switch with rotating arc comprising : - a tight enclosure (10) filled with a gas of high dielectric strength, - a
divisional chamber (30) inside said enclosure, - a pair of contacts located in said divisional chamber (30) and having ring-shaped contact electrodes
(12, 14) constituting rotation tracks of said arc, - a housing, located inside one of the contacts, in which is disposed a ring-shaped permanent magnet
(10) the front side of which is covered by the associated one (12) of the ring-shaped electrodes so that the magnet (10) generates a magnetic
blast rotation of the arc fastened on the said associated ring-shaped electrode (12), - a gas exhaust conduct (44) of said divisional chamber (30)
extending through the central opening (18) of the ring-shaped magnet (10) and of the associated ring-shaped electrode (12), characterized by the
fact that said magnet (10) is polarized axially in order to produce in the area adjacent to the associated ring-shaped electrode (12) on the one hand
a radial magnetic field directed in the central part in one direction (56) and in the external part in the opposite direction (54), and on the other hand
an axial magnetic field at the return (52) which separate the central and external parts, and that the ring-shaped electrode (14) opposite to said
associated electrode (12) is so arranged that the arc extends between said ring-shaped electrodes (12, 14) in said central part (56) of the magnetic
field, said switch comprising means (46, 58) in order to transmit to said external front face said return points (52, 64) and to avoid any movement of
the arc towards said return points (52, 64).
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